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With WP Lister, every time you want to list products a feed has to be populated and a 
profile created with the new marketplace values for the products in the category you want 
to list in, and profiles can't be applied across different categories meaning that the 
process is repeated for every new category and every variation in marketplace settings.

WP Lister - Listing Process
Using Profiles to List on Marketplaces
With WP Lister’s Feed Based Integration

WP Lister uses a rigid ‘profile & feed’ based process WP Lister uses a rigid ‘profile & feed’ based process 
that requires the creation of profiles for you to be able 
to list with.  A profile contains a single category and 
long list of marketplace fields and settings.  Once 
created you have to apply products to the profile and 
use that to complete the feed template before 
publishing it to Amazon or eBay.

The process must be repeated for every new category The process must be repeated for every new category 
you want to list in and for every variation of settings 
(such as price, inventory or shipping rules) you want to 
apply to a product or group of products.  For example, 
listing in 10 categories with 4 different combinations of 
marketplace settings requires 40 profiles.  Profiles are 
time consuming to create and hard to manage.

Listing on Marketplaces Made Easy With the Codisto XpressGrid
Exclusive to WooCommerce Amazon & eBay Integration

WooCommerce Amazon & eBay Integration features the Codisto XpressGrid, an easy to use spreadsheet style 
interface.  By providing centralized access to your entire marketplace listing fields in one flexible view, you'll enjoy a 
level of speed and ease that can't be achieved with a ‘profile & feed’ based solution.

The intuitive Setup Wizard guides you through choosing some basic settings for marThe intuitive Setup Wizard guides you through choosing some basic settings for marketplace fields such as pricing, 
inventory, shipping and returns.  In addition you have the freedom to create bespoke listing values for any 
combination of products whilst retaining the ability to list quickly and easily in bulk.

For a deeper level of customization and backend automation the Attribute Mapping view lets you define and map any 
number of attribute fields (even using logical operators) for truly bespoke integrations.

The Codisto XpresGrid provides easy spreadsheet style management of your 
marketplace listings directly from WooCommerce
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Codisto supports Best Offer. WP Lister supports Auctions, Both solutions support Buy it Now listings

WP Lister sync is limited to every 15 minutes

WP Lister does not support eBay motors and Amazon Japan, India, Brazil, China

WP Lister requires that the website store currency matches the marketplace being listed on

WP Lister consumes website resources during listing/sync processing

WP Lister limits bulk listing to groups that are filtered by type, category and status only

Codisto avoids product by product eBay categorizationCodisto avoids product by product eBay categorization

Codisto supports external inventory management systems and repricers

WP Lister is a manual process and requires additional Importer extension ($99) 

Codisto allows control over when and how orders are synced to WooCommerce

Codisto supports listing on overseas marketplaces in native currencies for local buyer appeal

WP Lister requires marketplace accounts to be same currency

WP Lister requires defaults to be set per profile

Codisto avoids the need to fetch and paste marCodisto avoids the need to fetch and paste marketplace keys

Codisto supports full custom attribute use including logical operators

Codisto supports custom order numbers in your ecommerce platform

Most Codisto feature updates avoid the need for a plugin update

WP Lister requires Marketplaces metadata to be updated manually

Set Marketplace SEO friendly titles & descriptions

Codisto supports listing a synced maximum quantity to help with marketplace listing limits or imply

scarcityscarcity

Codisto avoids the requirement for item specifics to exist in WooCommerce

Codisto supports listing creation with eBay's new Product Based Selling Experience

Codisto supports separate images on Marketplaces

Codisto prevents image size listing errors

Fully Featured Multichannel in an Extension
Exclusive to WooCommerce Amazon & eBay Integration

WooCommerce Amazon & eBay Integration comes feature packed with all of Codisto’s 
market leading features for automating the creation and management of listings, keeping 
inventory, pricing and product details synced in real-time and integrating your marketplace 
order flow with your existing online store setup.
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